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April
Luncheon

reflections
Conforming and Non-conforming Sands – An Organizing
Framework for Seismic Rock Properties

Thursday
April 15, 2004
11:15 AM – 1:00 PM

The Fairmont
The Blue Room
on the Lobby Level
123 Baronne Street

Roger A. Young and Robert D. LoPiccolo*, eSeis, Inc.
A new classification for AVO (amplitude versus offset) has been proposed to include all
possible combinations of near and far trace polarities and amplitudes.
This
classification admits all sands regardless of the sign of the impedance contrast of the
sand with the overlying shale or the direction (positive or negative) of change in
impedance contrast with increasing offset.

Menu
Caesar Salad
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Tiramisu
Freshly Brewed Coffee and
Decaffeinated Coffee
and Select Teas

$22.00 pp (member)
$27.00 pp (non-member)

This Month’s Sponsor
Murphy Exploration &
Production

RSVP

Previous AVO classifications have assigned gas sands to various classes (one through
three, four, or five – depending on the author). Generally reflections from the tops of
sands in these classes are negative on the stacked section. In the new classification
these sand classes are defined as conforming types, whereas sands that stack out with
a positive reflection coefficient are described as non-conforming types. (Note that this
generalization assumes a reasonable amount of offset; a class one AVO will have a
positive reflection coefficient on the near traces.)

By providing a complete classification of AVO types a solid framework is established for
systematically investigating rock and fluid properties, of each of the resulting ten AVO
types, with seismic data. An understanding of the characteristics of the two categories
of sand types and the variations of AVO response for the different sands within the
categories, coupled with an understanding of how to distinguish them on seismic data is
critical in accurately assessing any geologically-interesting property.

Lisa Buckner
(504) 728-6801 or
lisa.buckner@shell.com
by 10;00am, April 12th

Biography:

Inside This
Issue

Roger is Chief Technology Officer and Co-Founder of eSeis, Inc., where he specializes
in the true integration of the geosciences and is responsible for the product
development. He is the creator of LithSeis, an advanced seismic analytical tool. Roger
also co-developed DrilSeisTM, a seismic process that produces pore pressure and
fracture gradient volumes. Roger has 23 years of industry experience, including 8 years
of LithSeis development and project work. Prior to eSeis, Roger worked as a
petrophysicist for Union Texas, an integration engineer for Grumman, and a logging
engineer for Schlumberger. Roger was instrumental in the discovery of the largest oil
field in North America in the last two decades, using this proprietary seismic
petrophysics technology.
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Roger holds a Master of Science in Petroleum Engineering from the University of
Houston and a Bachelor of Science in Physics from Clarkson College of Technology.
Roger is an active member of: SEG, SPE, AAPG, SPWLA, and HGS.
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Following this year’s Central Gulf of Mexico
OCS Lease Sale 190, the Southeastern
Geophysical Society hosted the annual Golf
Tournament at Money Hill Golf and Country
Club in Abita Springs, LA. The weather
was beautiful and the crawfish delicious.
The competition was spirited, and everyone
seemed to have a great time. The Golf
Tournament came off without a hitch,
thanks to the terrific planning of our
executive committee golf chairman, Lisa
Buckner. Many volunteers helped to make
this a very special event, including Cathy
Thibault, Larry Franceware, Jake Brown,
Richard Mongan, Steve Tsai, Rocky
Detomo, Jack Shanks, Warren Mautz, Don
Dubose and Tabbie Benanti. The event
would not have been possible without the
very generous support of our many
sponsors both for the Golf Tournament and
Scholarship Fund (please see p. 6). Thank
you all on behalf of the Society for making
this
year’s
Golf
Tournament
and
Scholarship Fund a terrific success.
We are also approaching our annual
election for the Southeastern Geophysical
Society. The Society needs your help and
participation to continue to thrive in the
future.
By serving on the Executive
Committee, you have an opportunity to
meet and work with many outstanding
geoscientists in our local industry. Working
with the Committee, you are able to help
strengthen the technical and personal
interaction among our members, providing
a more vibrant geophysical community.
There is also plenty of opportunity to shape
the direction of our Society for years to
come, giving a sense of fulfillment from this
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public service. We need your help and
participation, and hope you will contact one
of the current Executive Board members to
volunteer.
Nominations need to be
received by our April luncheon meeting.
Balloting is conducted in April, and results
are presented at the May meeting.
Our speaker for April, Roger A. Young
(eSeis), will be giving a very interesting talk
on “Conforming and Non-conforming Sands
– An Organizing Framework for Seismic
Rock Properties”.
This presentation
establishes a new AVO solid framework for
further investigation of rock and fluid
properties.
I hope you can attend the
luncheon in the Fairmont Blue Room on
Thursday, April 15th, 2004.
The Southeastern Geophysical Society
provides two types of scholarships annually
to high school seniors planning to attend
college, undergraduate, or graduate
students, in good academic standing, who
are
a
daughter/granddaughter
or
son/grandson of a current member of the
SGS. The Bill Blair Memorial Scholarship is
a fifteen hundred dollar scholarship. There
are also several seven hundred and fifty
dollar scholarships given through the local
universities. The deadline for scholarships
is April 9 and is fast approaching. The
application form for scholarships can be
found on the SGS website.
We are also sponsoring the Gulf Coast
Energy Marketplace (GCEM) scheduled for
April 6-7, 2004. This event will offer a
unique opportunity for the people involved
in the exploration, drilling, producing,
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transporting, and sales of oil and gas
assets to gather and network. The GCEM
will also provide the exposure to available
capital for projects and technologies used in
the ongoing quest for the nation’s energy
resources (please see http://www.gcem.net/
). The GCEM will be hosting several
technical workshops of interest to
geoscientists; please see the GCEM
website for further details. We are looking
for volunteers to assist at the event. Please
contact Larry Franceware (contact at end of
newsletter), if interested.
On Thursday, May 27th, we are planning to
host a new event, the Southeastern
Geophysical Symposium, “Geophysical
Solutions in Gulf of Mexico Prospecting” at
the Fairmont Hotel from 8a.m.-5p.m. The

event is intended to foster communication
among our members in the New Orleans
geophysical community. We would like
each of you to consider giving a paper on
your work to this wider audience. Please
submit one page SEG style abstracts to
Cathy Thibault or Jake Brown (contact
information at end of newsletter) by April 7.
There will be a cocktail party following the
event.
Attendance is free to SGS
members. We would very much appreciate
your participation and attendance and
believe this event will be a resounding
success. Hope to see you at our April
meeting.

Bob Shank

Show your support for your local geophysical society!
Buy a SGS Logo T-Shirt!
Now available at SGS Luncheons & Social Events for only $12.00 each!
Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, & XX-Large
T-Shirt Design: 100% Preshrunk White Cotton T-Shirt
On the front – Southeastern Geophysical Society
Printed in blue on the left chest
On the back – Enlarged SGS logo printed in red & blue
Also Available by Mail for $15.00 Each!
(Price includes shipping & handling – please allow 3 weeks for delivery)

SGS T-Shirt Mail-in Order Form (Please print clearly)

SALE $10.00

I dreamed I walked in space
in my SGS t-shirt.
GET YOURS TODAY

Number of T-Shirts being ordered: ________@$15.00each
Size(s) Needed: _________________________________
Amount of Check Enclosed: $_______________________
Mail T-Shirts(s) to: ________________________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________
_______________________________________________
Telephone Number: ______________________________

Please cut out this form, fill in the above information completely
and mail it with your check payable to:
Southeastern Geophysical Society
P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157
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Our annual Golf Tournament and
Scholarship Fundraiser on March 18th was
a great success with about 100 participants
and volunteers.
This annual event is
unique as it brings together a diverse group
from throughout the oilfield consisting of
both men and women who together
represent a wide range of professional
disciplines and companies associated with
the oil industry. It was certainly a pleasure
for me as well as those who participated
and contributed as volunteers to share this
time together.
The Golf Tournament is our primary source
of revenue for the SGS scholarship fund.
The SGS considers these scholarships an
important contribution to and promotion of
scholastic excellence that should be a part
of our professional society.
Company
contributions made as General Sponsors
and Golf Tournament Hole Sponsors has
made these scholarships a reality this year
and will be presented at our May Luncheon.
I would like to thank the companies listed
on page 6 for their sponsorship
contributions.

I would like to thank everyone who helped
make this golf tournament and scholarship
fundraiser a great success; Money Hill Golf
& Country Club for providing a first class
venue, Eagle Geophysical Brad Jones for
donating the crawfish and Dauterive
Contractors Aubrey Dauterive for boiling
and serving them, Diversified Well Logging
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Leslie Broussard for the Margaritas and
Bloody Mary’s, Rocky Detomo & Jake
Brown – who drove the hospitality carts,
Arthur Christensen who took pictures,
Warren Mautz, Jack Shanks, Steve Tsai,
Jake Brown & Richard Mongan for
registration & mulligans sales, Cathy
Thibault & Jack Shanks who helped pass
out the door prizes, the companies
sponsoring teams, the SGS Executive
Committee along with Don Dubose and
Tabbie Benanti in helping organize the
event, all the participants, and of course the
wonderful weather. A special thanks to
Warren Mautz, Don Dubose, Cathy Thibault
and Larry Franceware who I relied upon a
great deal for help and advice.
Super Science Saturday on March 27th was
a great success. The SGS is a sponsor of
this annual outreach event at the Louisiana
Children’s Museum. It was well attended
and there were more booths than last year.
This event grows every year and just keeps
getting better due to the hard work of it’s
volunteers. Special thanks go to the
following SGS members who volunteered:
Richard Saunders, Richard Mongan, Steve
Tsai, Ellen Clark, Bernie Regel, Art
Johnson and Jack Shanks. I was there too,
of course, taking pictures and filling in
where needed.
Our March luncheon was once again well
attended and as has been the case
provided for an interesting speaker
presentation.
Our speaker, Lorie Bear
(ExxonMobil
Upstream
Research),
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presented
“Incorporating
non-seismic
information for improved positioning with
anisotropic PSDM.”
She showed an
interesting interactive tool, which allows
estimation of VTI parameters.
We are
grateful to ExxonMobil for both sponsoring
our March Luncheon and allowing Lorie
Bear to be with us as our luncheon
speaker. If you want any more information
about her presentation, contact her at
lorie.k.bear@exxonmobil.com.
Our April luncheon is scheduled for the third
Thursday, April 15th, in the Blue Room on
the Lobby level of the Fairmont Hotel. Our
speaker, Roger A. Young (eSeis, Inc.), will
present
“Conforming and Non-conforming Sands –
An Organizing Framework for Seismic Rock
Properties.” Please RSVP by Monday
morning, April 12th.
The New E&P Workforce: Adaptive Skills
for Self-Management Seminar will be held
on Friday, April 23, 2004. We have invited
members of the other local Oil & Gas
societies to join us. Whether you are
currently employed or not, contemplating a
move to Houston or becoming an
independent consultant, this course is for
you. I encourage everyone to consider
attending this one-day course. Working for
only one company your entire career until
retirement is becoming almost impossible in
the current business climate. Sooner or
later, you will be faced with some difficult
decisions but you can take control of your
career now.

experiment booths for children in grades K12 and live shows by Mr. Science. All
branches of science from Astronomy to
Zoology are represented.
Scientist
volunteers are needed to assist the
teachers with helping the children complete
the experiments. You can choose which
booth you’d like to work and the teacher will
train you onsite. Contact me at 728-6801
or
lisa.buckner@shell.com
for
more
information or to volunteer. It’s a fun day
for the entire family.
March was a special month for the SGS
with our annual Golf Tournament. I thank
not only our SGS membership and
colleagues but also those from outside the
SGS who have shown their support through
contributing and participating in our annual
spring Golf Tournament and Scholarship
Fundraiser. I look forward to seeing you at
our April or May luncheon and if not there,
at our 2005 SGS Golf Tournament.
Lisa Buckner

Fun Science for Families Day at Oakwood
Center is Saturday, May 1. This annual
event sponsored by the Jefferson Parish
Public
Schools
has
50
hands-on
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Southeastern Geophysical Society
2004 Golf Tournament & Scholarship Fundraiser

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
An INPUT/OUTPUT Company

Hole Sponsors

Margaritas &
Bloody Mary’s
Dauterive Contractors (crawfish boilers)
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SGS is now accepting nominations for the following 2004/2005 offices:
President, 1st Vice President, 2nd Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Editor, and Webmaster

Please contact Richard Morgan before April 6th
(504) 561-7915
richard.mongan@bakeratlas.com

Southeastern Geophysical Society
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“Earthquake” Seismometer
(Geophone & Oscilloscope)

Do you know a child studying earthquakes in school?
If so, you’ll want to borrow the SGS “earthquake”
seismometer for a classroom demonstration.
It’s compact, easy to carry & setup and lots of fun for the kids.

Contact Lisa Buckner at (504) 728-6801
(SGS Members Only)
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Fostering technical communication among geoscientists in the New Orleans vicinity,
the Geophysical Symposium will feature papers from our local New Orleans
Geophysical community and the greater southeastern region. Subjects regarding all
aspects of geophysical technologies practiced by those engaged in work throughout
the gulf coast area will be considered. It is our hope that this symposium will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase quality communication among geoscientists, particularly geophysicists
Allow for better communication among companies
Advance the science of geophysics
Foster the sharing of best practices
Yield insight for opportunities to work more closely together
Strengthen the New Orleans Geophysical community
Submit a one-page, SEG style abstract by April 7th to:
Catherine Thibault, Southeastern Geophysical Society Past President
thic@chevrontexaco.com; ph.504-592-6845; fax.504-592-6045
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Photos of the Golf Tournament will be
available before and after the next 2
monthly meetings. Anyone who is
interested in purchasing additional
prints for $1.00 each should contact
Arthur Christensen (985)893-2013

Southeastern Geophysical Society
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SGS MEMBERSHIP 2004/2005

It’s time to think about renewing your membership!

Membership in the SGS runs from June 1 to May 31 of the following year. We are
looking for suitable candidates to run for various offices on the SGS Committee next
year. In order to be eligible to serve as or vote for next year’s officers you must be a
paid member of the Southeastern Geophysical Society for the fiscal year June 1,
2004 – May 31, 2005.
It’s time to renew your membership dues!
Membership can be renewed through to May 31, 2005 when you sign up for the Golf
Day/Student Scholarship Fundraiser or at any time from now onwards by paying the
appropriate fee and completing a membership application form (found on the website
or elsewhere in this publication). People say have said that nothing has changed
since last year but we are continually finding e-mail addresses that don’t work, people
have changed company (or their company has changed names on them by merger or
whatever) or moved entirely out of the area. The only record we have of people
being a member is this completed form and the only way we can reach you is by the
addresses, physical or otherwise that you provide.
The candidates, their biographies and the offices they’re running for are found on
page 25-26. Lifetime members are eligible to vote as may the recently renewed
members listed below:
Woody Dahl
Denny Hall
Pat Hazen
Arthur Johnson

Stephen Kennedy
Ronald Nickle
Martin Richard

If you would like to be considered for office or can think of somebody that would be willing to run
please let one of the committee members know and the officer concerned can have an informal chat
about what background commitment is necessary to keep our society up and running and the
Geophysical Society to belong to in Southeast Louisiana.
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Is the address on the label correct?
Have you moved offices or homes?
Changed your employer?
Changed phone numbers?

Send Updates to:
Richard.Mongan@bakerhughes.com
Or
SGS SECRETARY
P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157-7141
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2004-2005 SGS Officer Slate
The following are the candidates and the SGS officer positions that are up for ballot. Currently each position is unopposed so there
may not even be a ballot. All terms are for one year beginning June 1, 2004, except President. That one is for three years with a
subsequent role as Past President and Prior Past President. Anyone else who is interested in standing for a particular office please
contact Richard Mongan immediately by phone at (504) 561-7915 or electronically <richard.mongan@bakeratlas.com> Deadline for
candidacy is April 9th, 2004 and each prospective officer will be introduced at the April luncheon.

President – Warren Mautz (SEPCo)
Warren is presently a geophysicist in the seismic technology group at Shell Oil in New Orleans where he is involved with seismic
processing. He joined Shell Oil 7 years ago in New Orleans working exploration and development projects. Prior to Shell Warren
was a geophysicist with Unocal for seventeen years with eight years in their international division including three years in England
followed by seven years in Lafayette, Louisiana. Warren received BSc degrees (1980) in Geophysical Engineering and Geological
Engineering from the Colorado School of Mines. Warren has been a member of the SEG for 26 years, is a member of AAPG, and
was the 2002-2003 SGS 2nd Vice-President.

1st Vice President – Rupert Cole (SEPCo)
Rupert is currently a senior geophysicist in the advanced seismic imaging technology group at Shell Oil in New Orleans, where he is
involved in implementing new technology and velocity model building consultancy. Rupert received his BSc in Geophysics and
Planetary Physics (1991) from the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (UK) and a PhD in Geophysics (1996) from Leeds University
(also in the UK). He joined Shell International in 1996, posted to the E&P Technology & Research Laboratory in The Netherlands,
where he carried out development of velocity model building workflows and technical service work for various Shell operations
around the world. Rupert represented Shell on the industry wide gOcad consortium from 1997-2001, being Chairman of the Steering
Committee in 2000-2001. A native of the UK, since arriving in New Orleans nearly 4 years ago he has also worked in various GOM
interpretation assignments. His interests include depth imaging and modeling complex structural geometries. He is a member of the
SEG, PESGB and SGS, having been the Shell company representative for the past two years.

2nd Vice President – Jake Brown (WesternGeco)
Jake received his B.S. in Geology from University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1996 and has been with WesternGeco for the past seven
years. Jake’s career in Seismic Exploration started with a four year tour of the Texas / Louisiana Transition Zone, and Land field
seismic crews in positions ranging from surveyor, clerk, assistant manager and on-board Geophysicist. For the past three years Jake
has been working as a Geophysicist out of the WesternGeco New Orleans Data Processing Center. His work has been primarily
focused on Gulf of Mexico datasets at many different stages of data processing. His interests are anisotropy, noise attenuation
schemes, and Q deconvolution. Jake is a member of the SEG, AAPG, and is the current Treasurer of the SGS.

Treasurer – Richard Mongan (Baker Atlas)
Richard obtained his BSc in Electronics and Electrical Engineering from Bristol University, UK in 1985 and has over 18 years
experience in the seismic industry. Richard's career has included acting as an Observer on Land Seismic crews and working as a
Seismic Logging Engineer before coming out of the field into more technical and managerial positions e.g. Instrument Supervisor and
Regional Management. These assignments brought him to over 14 countries on 5 continents. Currently Richard plans Gulf of
Mexico VSP acquisition for Baker Atlas and QC’s the processing results thereof. He hobbies with the niche and emerging market of
permanent sensors and acquiring microseismic data for fracture extent calculations while formations are being hydraulically
stimulated. He is the 2003-2004 SGS Secretary, a current member of SEG and the SPWLA and his outside interests include
Formula1, NASCAR, Barbecuing, Live Music, Football and Golf.
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Secretary – Henry Menkiti (Schlumberger Wireline)
Henry is the Schlumberger Manager for Special Services in Belle-Chasse, Louisiana, overseeing the Borehole Seismic business in
the Northern Gulf coast. He also serves as Geophysical Domain champion for this area. He spent five years as a field engineer in
Venezuela, Nigeria, Canada and Brazil. In 1997 he transferred to the Land Technical Support group in Hannover, Germany, and
later became a Geophysical and Data Processing Instructor in Gatwick, England. Before taking his current position, he was
responsible for Oilfield Services training within North and South America. Henry received an MSc degree in Petroleum Geology from
Imperial College, University of London, England and is a member of the SPE and AAPG.

Editor – Tom Watson (ChevronTexaco)
Tom Watson is a consulting geophysicist currently working under contract to ChevronTexaco. He took early retirement from Chevron
in 1999 where he had been involved with depth imaging, modeling, and seismic processing. Previously he worked the Gulf of Mexico
for both Gulf Oil and Chevron, serving as geophysical and later exploration supervisor. He began his career with Gulf Research in
Pittsburgh and worked overseas in Venezuela and Norway before settling in New Orleans. Tom holds degrees in physics and
geophysics from Davidson College and the University of Pittsburgh. He is a member of SEG and AGU, and served as First Vice
President of SGS in 1991.
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New Orleans Oil & Gas Societies
Short Course
THE NEW E&P WORKFORCE:
Adaptive Skills for Career Self-Management
Lyle F. Baie, and John J. Gallagher, Jr.
CAREER PARTNERING, L.L.C., Tulsa, Oklahoma
April 23, 2004, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Location: Shell Annex Auditorium

The Southeastern Geophysical Society presents a unique and timely, hands-on seminar designed
by and for geoscientists to provide specific techniques required today to manage careers, find and
retain jobs, and make better career decisions in this uncertain business climate.
Who Should Attend: All Geoscientists and Engineers Who Anticipate Having a Career in this
Century
In today's competitive workplace, experience has shown that technical competence alone is not
enough to sustain career viability. The competitive edge for career success is technical skill
empowered and enhanced by key adaptive skills. These adaptive skills provide the ability to
become independent, to get connected, and to anticipate the future. The integration of technical and
adaptive skills adds value to any job situation. The need for these skills is universal throughout the
workforce.

Seminar topics include:
New Career Patterns for Geoscientists in the 21st Century Workforce
Becoming Independent: Surfing the Waves of Change
Becoming Connected: with an Introduction to the "New Science of Networks"
Gaining Access and Building Influence: Universal Requirements for Success
Virtual and Distributed Teams: How Teams Work (or Don't Work) Today
Self-Discovery: How Personal Values Influence the Ability to Change
Anticipating the Future: Creating Personal Career Scenarios for Success.
The seminar relies on case histories, examples from past experience, and skill-building exercises to
evaluate current skill levels, monitor progress, and support effective career planning.
Registration includes a seminar notebook with texts, illustrations, recommended readings and
exercises. Lunch will be provided courtesy of the Southeastern Geophysical Society. The OCS
BBS Website at www.ocsbbs.com is a general sponsor.

Pre-registration deadline: April 19, 2004
Registration Costs: $40 Members (SGS, NOGS, SIPES, SPE, SPEE, SWE, SPWLA)
$60 Non-members and at the door
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NEW ORLEANS OIL & GAS SOCIETIES
SHORT COURSE

THE NEW E&P WORKFORCE:

Adaptive Skills for Career Self-Management
REGISTRATION FORM
Date: Friday, April 23, 2004

Time: 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Place: Shell Annex Auditorium, 701 Poydras St, New Orleans, LA 70139
Cost: $40 Members (SGS, NOGS, SIPES, SPE, SPEE, SWE, SPWLA) Pre-registered
$60 Non-members and registration at the door
Registration includes a seminar notebook with texts, illustrations, recommended readings and
exercises. Lunch will be provided courtesy of the Southeastern Geophysical Society. The OCS
BBS Website at www.ocsbbs.com is a general sponsor.

NAME: _________________________________________________________________
COMPANY (if applicable): _________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________
CITY: ________________________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: ______________
PHONE: (____)________________ (work, home or cell)
SOCIETY MEMBER?

SGS

NOGS

SIPES

SPE

SPEE

SWE

SPWLA

NON-MEMBER
AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $__________

(Make checks payable to “SGS”)

===============================================================
To register: Mail this completed form along with payment to the SGS by April 19, 2004
Southeastern Geophysical Society
PO Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157-7141
Contact: Lisa Buckner (SGS 2nd VP) lisa.buckner@shell.com or (504) 728-6801 for more
information
Southeastern Geophysical Society
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FUN SCIENCE FOR FAMILIES DAY 2004
On Saturday, May 1, 2004, children of all ages can explore the magic of science at the
fourteenth annual FUN SCIENCE FOR FAMILIES DAY. The theme for this year is Science in All
Directions. The purpose of this one-of-a kind event is three-fold: to demonstrate the fun and
excitement of science, to promote parental involvement in education, and to increase interest in
science education in the community. The one-day event is being sponsored by the JEFFERSON
PARISH PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, CYTEC INDUSTRIES, OAKWOOD CENTER, and the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
From 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM fifty booths with “hands-on” science activities will be located
throughout Oakwood Center. At each booth, participants will be greeted by enthusiastic science
teachers. Families will have the opportunity to learn about magnetism, the color spectrum,
recycling, crystals, sound, and momentum. They will study reflection/refraction with mirrors, be able
to construct an inch worm, simulate blood types and receive a “slime” polymer sample. Together,
children and their parents will learn about surface tension, air pressure, chromatography, genes,
rocks, fossils and minerals. Area scientists have volunteered to assist teachers in several booths.
When students complete activities at a minimum of 15 booths they will receive a compass
and a booklet of activities that can be done at home using the compass.
In addition, there will be four live fifty minute “Mad Science” shows presented by Mad
Science. Show times are 10:30, 12:30, 2:00 and 4:00.
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P. O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157
Web address: www.sgs-neworleans.org

Geotrace – Page 8
Dominion – Page 8
Baker Hughes – Page 9
Seismic Exchange Inc. – Page 10
Shell – Page 10
Fugro LCT – Page 14
CGG – Page 19
Fairfield – Page 20
Schlumberger – Page 21
Fugro Airborne Surveys– Page 22
McMoRan – Page 22
ChevronTexaco – Page 22
PGS Geophysical – Onshore – Page 24
TGS NOPEC – Page 26

S.G.S. Executive Committee
SGS Officers

SGS Company Representatives 2003-04

PRESIDENT - Robert D. Shank
ChevronTexaco……………………………….….…... (504) 592-6652
shnk@chevrontexaco.com
1st VICE PRESIDENT – Steve C. Tsai
Shell Expl. & Prod. Co …………………….……….... (504) 728-4489
steve.tsai@shell.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT – Lisa Buckner
Shell Expl. & Prod. Co…………………….…………. (504) 728-6801
lisa.buckner@shell.com
SECRETARY – Richard A. Mongan
Baker Atlas…………………….……………………… (504) 561-7915
richard.mongan@bakeratlas.com
TREASURER – Jacob W. Brown
WesternGeco……………………………….………… (504) 592-5104
jbrown9@new-orleans.westerngeco.slb.com
EDITOR – Ellen Clark
ChevronTexaco…………………………….………… (504) 592-6427
clarkef@chevrontexaco.com
PAST PRESIDENT – Catherine Thibault
ChevronTexaco…………………………….………… (504) 592-6845
thic@chevrontexaco.com
PRIOR PAST PRESIDENT – Larry B. Franceware
Shell Expl. & Prod. Co……………………….…….… (504) 728-4425
larry.franceware@shell.com
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